
Allego elevates employee performance by combining training, content, 
collaboration, and knowledge sharing into one application, streamlined 
for the rapid pace of business.

Shorter time to productivity for new employees

More productive customer conversations

Increase the speed of learning and absorption

Greater visibility into professional readiness

Reduced training costs

Learners’ expectations have changed. In our daily lives, we can answer 
any question by turning to mobile devices (think: Google), learn any new 
skill through a short video (think: YouTube), and make informed decisions 
based on crowd-sourced information (think: Waze or TripAdvisor). 

Relying solely on conventional approaches to training that don’t match these 
modes of learning in our personal lives will result in limited business value 
and frustrated learners. Allego works with high-performance organizations 
that aim to embed learning into the daily lives of professionals.
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OVER 200,000 REPS ACROSS A VARIETY OF INDUSTRIES SELL SMARTER USING ALLEGO

“We were able to directly 
attribute a statistically 
significant increase in 
win rate against a really 
tough competitor to our 
use of the Allego platform.”
⎼ Michael Carpenter 

Sr. Manager, Sales Readiness IT         
Tableau

RESULTS:

Rapidly share new insights, best practices, and timely updates

Develop managers and leaders more effectively

Employ bite-sized video for higher engagement and retention  

Maximize learners’ time with fast, simple mobile experiences  

Establish a collaborative learning culture

With Allego, organizations:

Modern Learning
PLATFORM
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ALLEGO CAPABILITIES
90% of learning happens informally when professionals are 
on the job—and the most effective content comes from  
peers and subject matter experts. A modern learning solution  
must empower professionals with time-critical, agile content 
generated by these stakeholders to deliver the high-value 
resources professionals need to achieve success. Allego is 
the only modern learning platform that does this.

• Mobile first
• Optimized for user performance
• Built for the enterprise
• Fun, consumer app ease of use
• Online/offline access

Allego’s award winning Customer Success Team guides organizations through Allego’s proven Blueprint 
Methodology to ensure teams successfully adopt and utilize the platform, helping them realize immediate 
ROI and avoid missteps and waste.  

ABOUT ALLEGO
Allego’s modern learning and readiness platform combines training, content, collaboration, 
and knowledge sharing into one application, streamlined for the rapid pace of business.

Explore further at www.allego.com.
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Sales Readiness

Reps access relevant content and 
learning from any device, with 
recommendation feeds, CRM 

playbooks, and advanced search

Field Insights

Users share best practices 
and winning strategies 

by capturing high-quality 
videos with one touch 

from virtually any device

Personalized Learning

Trainers provide courses and 
reinforcement drills using 
formal and peer content 

tailored to individuals using Al

Teams understand content 
effectiveness, learning, and 

professional readiness, using 
analytics and dashboards

Rapid Field Updates

SMEs and other experts deliver 
engaging video updates with key 

information when important 
changes occur

Users access the content 
need on demand while 

initiating discussion threads 
and Q & A right within videos

Just-in-time Learning Content Management

Managers coach professionals 
more frequently using video 
role play and point-in-time 

audio and text feedback

Video Coaching Robust Analytics

Organizations manage,  
distribute, and track collateral, 

playbooks, agile content, 
and training content


